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Molten Salt Reactors is a comprehensive reference on the status of molten salt reactor (MSR) research and
thorium fuel utilization. There is growing awareness that nuclear energy is needed to complement intermittent
energy sources and to avoid pollution from fossil fuels. Light water reactors are complex, expensive, and
vulnerable to core melt, steam explosions, and hydrogen explosions, so better technology is needed. MSRs
could operate safely at nearly atmospheric pressure and high temperature, yielding efficient electrical power
generation, desalination, actinide incineration, hydrogen production, and other industrial heat applications.

Coverage includes: Motivation -- why are we interested? Technical issues - reactor physics, thermal
hydraulics, materials, environment, ... Generic designs -- thermal, fast, solid fuel, liquid fuel, ... Specific

designs - aimed at electrical power, actinide incineration, thorium utilization, ...

in Birmingham Alabama. The prothorium lobby claim a single tonne of thorium burned in a molten salt
reactor MSR typically. Molten Salt Reactors is a comprehensive reference on the status of molten salt reactor

MSR research and thorium fuel utilization.

Molten Salt Reactor

It used a graphite moderator. Terrestrial Energy is an industryleading technology company committed to
delivering reliable emissionfree and costcompetitive nuclear energy with a truly innovative advanced reactor
design the Integral Molten Salt Reactor IMSR. While a traditional reactor may use up to 4 of the energy in
their uranium fuel the WAMSR utilizes 96 consequently reducing nuclear waste to 2.5 of what. The high
molten salt temperatures 700 C would facilitate high efficiency electricity generation and the actinide
production from thorium would be much lower than that of the UPu fuel cycle. In essence a molten salt
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reactor MSR is a vessel that contains a hot liquid salt which a nuclear reaction takes place. There is growing
awareness that nuclear energy is needed to complement intermittent energy sources and to avoid pollution
from fossil fuels. The Molten salt reactor MSR is one of the . NRG started its molten salt reactor research
programme in 2015. Advanced research technology development and licensing in several countries can
potentially make nearterm deployment of this innovative technology possible. Extracting its latent energy
value in a costeffective manner remains a challenge and will require considerable RD investment. The

ThorCon pot operates at a pressure of 3 bar. Safety assessment of the molten salt fast reactor 21. Molten Salt
Reactors and Thorium Energy. The rationale6 6 Unstated reasons include the fact that molten salt breeder

reactors MSBRs are much better suited to burning thorium than is any solidfueled reactor.
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